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Abstract. Constraint automata (CA) are a coordination model based
on ﬁnite automata on inﬁnite words. Although originally introduced for
compositional modeling of coordinators, an interesting new application
of CA is actually implementing coordinators (i.e., compiling CA to executable code). Such an approach guarantees correctness-by-construction
and can even yield code that outperforms hand-crafted code. The extent
to which these two potential advantages arise depends on the smartness
of CA-compilers and the existence of proofs of their correctness.
We present and prove the correctness of a critical optimization for
CA-compilers: a sound and complete translation from declarative constraints in transition labels to imperative commands in a sequential language. This optimization avoids expensive calls to a constraint solver at
run-time, otherwise performed each time a transition ﬁres, and thereby
signiﬁcantly improves the performance of generated coordination code.

1

Introduction

Context. A promising application domain for coordination languages is programming protocols among threads in multicore applications. One reason for
this is a classical software engineering advantage: coordination languages typically provide high-level constructs and abstractions that more easily compose
into correct—with respect to programmers’ intentions—protocol speciﬁcations
than do conventional lower-level synchronization mechanisms (e.g., locks or semaphores). However, not only do coordination languages simplify programming
protocols, but their high-level constructs and abstractions also leave more room
for compilers to perform optimizations that conventional language compilers
cannot apply. Eventually, suﬃciently smart compilers for coordination languages
should be capable of generating code (e.g., in Java or in C) that can compete
with carefully hand-crafted code. Preliminary evidence for feasibility of this goal
appears elsewhere [1,2]. A crucial step toward adoption of coordination languages
for multicore programming, then, is the development of such compilers.
To study the performance advantages of using coordination languages for multicore programming, in ongoing work, we are developing compilation technology
for constraint automata (ca) [3]. Constraint automata are a general coordination
model based on ﬁnite automata on inﬁnite words. Every ca models the behavior of a single coordinator; a product operator on ca models the synchronous
composition of such coordinators (useful to construct complex coordinators out
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{x1 ; ; x2 } ,
dx2 ≈ dx1

{x1 ; ; } ,
dy  ≈ dx1

{x1 ; ; x2 , x3 } ,
dx2 ≈ dx1
∧ dx3 ≈ dx1

{x1 , x2 ; ; x3 } ,
dx3 ≈ f (dx1 , dx2 )

{; ; x2 } ,
dx2 ≈ dy

{x1 ; ; x2 } ,
R(dx1 )
∧ dx1 ≈ dx2

{x1 ; ; } , ¬R(dx1 )

Sync(x1 ; ; x2 ) Fifo[y](x1 ; x2 ) Repl(x1 ; ; x2 , x3 ) BinOpf (x1 , x2 ; ; x3 )

FilterR (x1 ; ; x2 )

(a) Abstract/parametric primitives
{A, B; C, D; E, F} ,
dC ≈ add(dA , dB ) ∧ dD ≈ dC
∧ dE ≈ dC ∧ Odd(dD ) ∧ dD ≈ dF

{A; ; } , dm ≈ dA
λ1
λ2

{A, B; C, D; E} ,
dC ≈ add(dA , dB ) ∧ dD ≈ dC
∧ dE ≈ dC ∧ ¬Odd(dD )

Example

λ3
λ4

λ1 : dm ≈ dB ∧ dC1 ≈ dB ∧ dC2 ≈ dB
∧ Mandarin(dC1 ) ∧ dD1 ≈ dC1
∧ Spanish(dC2 ) ∧ dD2 ≈ dC2
λ2 : dm ≈ dB ∧ dC1 ≈ dB ∧ dC2 ≈ dB
∧ Mandarin(dC1 ) ∧ dD1 ≈ dC1
∧ ¬Spanish(dC2 )
λ3 : dm ≈ dB ∧ dC1 ≈ dB ∧ dC2 ≈ dB
∧ ¬Mandarin(dC1 )
∧ Spanish(dC2 ) ∧ dD2 ≈ dC2
λ4 : dm ≈ dB ∧ dC1 ≈ dB ∧ dC2 ≈ dB
∧ ¬Mandarin(dC1 ) ∧ ¬Spanish(dC2 )

Languages2
(b) Concrete/instantiated composites

Fig. 1. Example ca. Semicolons separate input/internal/output ports.

of simpler ones). Structurally, a ca consists of a ﬁnite set of states, a ﬁnite set
of transitions, a set of directed ports, and a set of local memory cells. Ports represent the boundary/interface between a coordinator and its coordinated agents
(e.g., computation threads). Such agents can perform blocking i/o-operations
on ports: a coordinator’s input ports admit put operations, while its output
ports admit get operations. Memory cells represent internal buﬀers in which a
coordinator can temporarily store data items. Diﬀerent from classical automata,
transition labels of ca consist of two elements: a set of ports, called a synchronization constraint, and a logical formula over ports and memory cells, called a
data constraint. A synchronization constraint speciﬁes which ports need an i/ooperation for its transition to ﬁre (i.e., those ports synchronize in that transition
and their pending i/o-operations complete), while a data constraint speciﬁes
which particular data items those i/o-operations may involve. Figure 1 already
shows some examples; details follow shortly. Essentially, a ca constrains when
i/o-operations may complete on which ports. As such, ca quite literally materialize Wegner’s deﬁnition of coordination as “constrained interaction” [4].
Given a library of “small” ca, each of which models a primitive coordinator with its own local behavior, programmers can compositionally construct
“big” ca, each of which models a composite coordinator with arbitrarily complex global behavior, fully tailored to the needs of these programmers and their
programs. Our current ca-compilers can subsequently generate Java/C code.
Afterward, these compilers either automatically blend their generated code into
programs’ computation code or provide programmers the opportunity to do
this manually. At run-time, the code generated for a big ca (i.e., a composite
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Sync(x1 ; ; x2 ) Fifo[y](x1 ; x2 ) Repl(x1 ; ; x2 , x3 ) BinOpf (x1 , x2 ; ; x3 ) FilterR (x1 ; ; x2 )
(a) Abstract/parametric primitives (cf. Figure 1a)
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(b) Concrete/instantiated composites (cf. Figure 1b)
Fig. 2. Reo syntax for the ca in Figure 1. White vertices represent input/output ports;
black vertices represent internal ports.

coordinator) executes a state machine that simulates that ca, repeatedly ﬁring
transitions as computation threads perform i/o-operations. Straightforward as
this may seem, one needs to overcome a number of serious issues before this
approach can yield practically useful code. Most signiﬁcantly, these issues include exponential explosion of the number of states or transitions of ca, and
oversequentialization or overparallelization of generated code. We have already
reported our work on these issues along with promising results elsewhere [5,6,1,7].
Instead of programming with ca directly, one can adopt a more programmerfriendly syntax for which ca serve as semantics. In our work, for instance, we
adopted the syntax of Reo [8,9], a graphical calculus of channels. Figure 2 already
shows some examples; details follow shortly. (Other ca syntaxes beside Reo exist
though [10,11,12,13], which may be at least as programmer-friendly.)
Problem. To ﬁre a transition at run-time, code generated for a ca must evaluate
the data constraint of that transition: it must ensure that the data involved in
blocking i/o-operations pending on the transition’s ports satisfy that constraint.
A straightforward evaluation of data constraints requires expensive calls to a
constraint solver. Such calls cause high run-time overhead. In particular, because
transitions ﬁre sequentially, avoiding constraint solving to reduce this sequential
bottleneck is crucial in getting good performance for the whole program.
Contribution and Organization. In this paper, we introduce a technique for
statically translating a data constraint, oﬀ-line at compile-time, into a data command : an imperative implementation (in a sequential language with assignment
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and guarded failure) of a data constraint that avoids expensive calls to a constraint solver at run-time. As with our previous optimization techniques [5,1,7],
we prove that the translation in this paper is sound and complete. Such correctness proofs are important, because they ensure that our compilation approach
guarantees correctness-by-construction (e.g., model-checking results obtained for
pre-optimized ca also hold for their generated, optimized implementations). We
also give preliminary performance results to show our optimization’s potential.
In Section 2, we discuss data constraints and ca. In Sections 3 and 4, we
discuss our translation algorithm. In Section 5, we give preliminary performance
results. Section 6 concludes this paper. Some relatively lengthy formal deﬁnitions
and detailed proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 appear in a technical report [14].

2

Preliminaries: Data Constraints, Constraint Automata

Data constraints. Let D denote the ﬁnite set of all data items, typically ranged
over by d. Let nil ∈
/ D denote a special object for the empty data item. Let P
denote the ﬁnite set of all places where data items can reside, typically ranged
over by x or y; every place models either a port or a memory cells. We model
atomic coordination steps—the letters in the alphabet of ca—with elements
from the partial function space Distr = P  D ∪ {nil}, called distributions,
typically ranged over by δ. Informally, a distribution δ associates every place x
involved in the
 item δ(x) observable in x.
 step modeled by δ with the data
Let F = {Dk → D | k > 0} and R = {℘(Dk ) | k > 0} denote the sets
of all data functions and data relations of ﬁnite arity. Let Data, Fun, and Rel
denote the sets of all data item symbols, data function symbols and data relation
symbols, typically ranged over by d, f , and R. Let arity : Fun∪Rel → N+ denote
a function that associates every data function/relation symbol with its positive
arity. Let I : Data ∪ Fun ∪ Rel → D ∪ F ∪ R denote a bijection that associates
every data item/function/relation symbol with its interpretation. A data term
is a word t generated by the following grammar:
t

::= dx | nil | d | f (t1 , . . . , tk ) if arity(f ) = k

Let Term denote the set of all data terms. Let eval : Distr × Term → D ∪
{nil} denote a function that evaluates every data term t to a data item evalδ (t)
under distribution δ. For instance, evalδ (dx ) = δ(x)—if δ is deﬁned for x—and
evalδ (d) = I(d). If a data term t contains nil or dx for some x ∈
/ Dom(δ), we
have evalδ (t) = nil. This ensures that eval is a total function, even though the
deltas in Distr are partial functions. See also [14, Deﬁnition 7]. We call a term
of the form dx a free variable. Intuitively, dx represents the data item residing
in place x. Let Free : Term → ℘(Term) denote a function that maps every data
term t to its set of free variables.
A data constraint is a word φ generated by the following grammar:
a ::=
φ ::=

⊥ |  | t ≈ t | t ≈ nil | R(t1 , . . . , tk ) if arity(R) = k
a | ¬φ | φ ∨ φ | φ ∧ φ
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Let DC denote the set of all data constraints. We often call t1 ≈ t2 atoms
equalities. We deﬁne the semantics of data constraints over distributions. Let
dc
|=
⊆ Distr × DC denote the satisfaction relation on data constraints. Its deﬁnition is standard for ⊥ (contradiction),  (tautology), ¬ (negation), ∨ (disjunction), and ∧ (conjunction). For other atoms, we have the following:
dc
t1 ≈ t2
iﬀ evalδ (t1 ) = evalδ (t2 ) = nil
δ |=
dc
dc
δ |=
t ≈ nil
iﬀ evalδ (t) = nil
(i.e., notation for δ |=
t ≈ t)
dc
δ |= R(t1 , . . . , tk ) iﬀ I(R)(evalδ (t1 ) , . . . , evalδ (tk ))

In the second rule, if a ti evaluates to nil, the right-hand side is undeﬁned—hence
dc
false—because the domain of data relation I(R) excludes nil. If δ |=
φ, we call
δ a solution for φ. Let · : DC → ℘(Distr) denote a function that associates
dc
φ}. We write φ ⇒ φ iﬀ
every data constraint φ with its meaning φ = {δ | δ |=

φ ⊆ φ . We also extend function Free from data terms to data constraints.
Constraint Automata. A constraint automaton (ca) is a tuple (Q , X , Y , −→ ,
ı) with Q a set of states, X ⊆ P a set of ports, Y ⊆ P a set of memory cells,
−→ ⊆ Q × (℘(X ) × DC) × Q a transition relation labeled with pairs (X , φ), and
ı ∈ Q an initial state. For every label (X , φ), no ports outside X may occur in
φ. Set X consists of three disjoint subsets of input ports Xin , internal ports Xint ,
and output ports Xout . We call a ca for which Xint = ∅ a primitive; otherwise,
we call it a composite.
Although generally important, we skip the deﬁnition of the product operator on ca, because it does not matter in this paper. Every ca accepts inﬁnite
sequences of distributions [3]: (Q , X , Y , −→ , ı) accepts δ0 δ1 · · · if an inﬁnite
sequence of states q0 q1 · · · exists such that q0 = ı and for all i ≥ 0, a transition
dc
φ.
(qi , (X , φ) , qi+1 ) exists such that Dom(δi ) = X and δi |=
Without loss of generality, we assume that all data constraints occur in disjunctive normal form. Moreover, because replacing a transition (q , (X , φ1 ∨φ2 ) ,
q  ) with two transitions (q , (X , φ1 ) , q  ) and (q , (X , φ2 ) , q  ) preserves behavioral congruence on ca [3], without loss of generality, we assume that the data
constraint in every label is a conjunction of literals, typically ranged over by .
Figure 1a shows example primitives; Figure 2a shows their Reo syntax. Sync
models a synchronous channel from an input x1 to an output x2 . Fifo models
an asynchronous channel with a 1-capacity buﬀer y from x1 to x2 . Repl models
a coordinator that, in each of its atomic coordination steps, replicates the data
item on x1 to both x2 and x3 . BinOp models a coordinator that, in each of its
atomic coordination steps, applies operation f to the data items on x1 and x2
and passes the result to x3 . Filter models a lossy synchronous channel from x1
to x2 ; data items pass this channel only if they satisfy predicate R.
Figure 1b shows example composites; Figure 2b shows their Reo syntax.
Example—our running example in this paper—consists of instantiated primitives BinOpadd (A, B; ; C), Repl(C; ; D, E), and FilterOdd (D; ; F), where add and Odd
have the obvious interpretation. In each of its atomic coordination steps, if
the sum of the data items (supposedly integers) on its inputs A and B is odd,
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Example passes this sum to its outputs E and F. Otherwise, if the sum is even,
Example passes this value only to E. Figure 2b shows that Example constitutes
Fibonacci. Fibonacci coordinates two consumers by generating the Fibonacci sequence. Whenever Fibonacci generates an even number, it passes that number to
only one consumer; whenever it generates an odd number, it passes that number to both consumers. Finally, Languages2 consists of instantiated primitives
Fifo[m](A; ; B), Repl(B; ; C1, C2), FilterMandarin (C1; ; D1), and FilterEnglish (C2; ; D2).
Languages2 coordinates a producer and two consumers. If the producer puts
a Mandarin (resp. English) data item on input A, Languages2 asynchronously
passes this data item only to the consumer on output D1 (resp. D2). Languages2
easily generalizes to Languagesi, for i diﬀerent languages; we do so in Section 5.

3

From Data Constraints to Data Commands

At run-time, compiler-generated code executes in one or more ca-threads, each of
which runs a state machine that simulates a ca. (We addressed the challenge of
deciding the number of ca-threads elsewhere [5,6,7].) The context of a ca-thread
is the collection of put/get operations on implementations of its input/output
ports, performed by computation threads. Every time the context of a ca-thread
changes, that ca-thread examines whether this change enables a transition in
its current state q: for each transition (q , (X , φ) , q  ), it checks whether every
port x ∈ X has a pending i/o-operation and if so, whether the data items
involved in the pending put operations and the current content of memory cells
can constitute a solution for φ. For the latter, the ca-thread calls a constraint
dc
φ and δinit ⊆ δ, where:
solver, which searches for a distribution δ such that δ |=
δinit = {x → d | the put pending on input port x involves data item d}
∪ {y → d | memory cell y contains data item d}

(1)

Constraint solving over a ﬁnite discrete domain (e.g., D) is np-complete [15].
Despite carefully and cleverly optimized backtracking searches, using generalpurpose constraint solving techniques for solving a data constraint φ inﬂicts not
only overhead proportional to φ’s size but also a constant overhead for preparing, making, and processing the result of the call itself. Although we generally
cannot escape using conventional constraint solving techniques, a practically relevant class of data constraints exists for which we can: the data constraints of
many ca in practice are in fact declarative speciﬁcations of sequences of imperative instructions (including those in Figure 1). In this section, we therefore
develop a technique for statically translating such a data constraint φ, oﬀ-line at
compile-time, into a data command : a little imperative program that computes
dc
φ and δinit ⊆ δ, without conventional constraint
a distribution δ such that δ |=
solving hassle. Essentially, we formalize and automate what a programmer would
do if he/she were to write an imperative implementation of a declarative speciﬁcation expressed as a data constraint. By the end of Section 4, we make the
class of data constraints supported by our translation precise.
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Data Commands

A data command is a word P generated by the following grammar:
P

::= skip | x := t | if φ -> P fi | P ; P

(We often write “value of x” instead of “the data item assigned to x”.)
We adopt the following operational semantics of Apt et al. [16]. True to the
idea that data commands compute solutions for data constraints, the state that
a data command executes in is either a function from places to data items—a
distribution!—or the distinguished symbol fail, which represents abnormal termination. A configuration is a pair of a data command and a state to execute
that data command in. Let ε denote the empty data command, and equate ε ; P
with P . Let δ[x := evalδ (t)] denote an update of δ as usual. The following rules
deﬁne the transition relation on conﬁgurations, denoted by =⇒.
(skip , δ) =⇒ (ε , δ)

(x := t , δ) =⇒ (ε , δ[x := evalδ (t)])

dc
δ |=
φ
(if φ -> P fi , δ) =⇒ (P , δ)

dc
δ |=
φ
(if φ -> P fi , δ) =⇒ (ε , fail)

(P , δ) =⇒ (P  , δ  )
(P ; P  , δ) =⇒ (P  ; P  , δ  )
Note that if φ -> P fi commands are failure statements rather than conditional
statements: if the current state violates the guard φ, execution abnormally terminates. The partial correctness semantics, which ignores abnormal termination,
of a data command P in a state δ is the set of ﬁnal states M(P , {δ}) = {δ  |
(P , δ) =⇒∗ (ε , δ  )}; its total correctness semantics is the set consisting of fail
or its ﬁnal states Mtot (P , {δ}) = {fail | (P , {δ}) =⇒∗ (ε , fail)} ∪ M(P , {δ}).
Shortly, to prove the correctness of our translation from data constraints to
data commands, we use Hoare logic [17], where triples {φ} P {φ } play a central
role. In such triples, φ characterizes the set of input states, P denotes the data
command to execute in those states, and φ characterizes the set of output states.
A triple {φ} P {φ } holds in the sense of partial (resp. total) correctness, if M(P ,
φ) ⊆ φ  (resp. Mtot (P , φ) ⊆ φ ). To prove properties of data commands,
we use the following sound proof systems for partial (resp. total) correctness,
represented by  (resp. tot ) and adopted from Apt et al. [16].
 {φ} skip {φ}
 {φ[dx := t]} x := t {φ}

 {φ } P {φ }
and φ ⇒ φ
and φ ⇒ φ
 {φ} P {φ }

 {φ ∧ φg } P {φ }
 {φ} if φg -> P fi {φ }

 {φ} P {φ }
and  {φ } P  {φ }
 {φ} P ; P  {φ }

φ ⇒ φg and tot {φ} P {φ }
tot {φ} if φg -> P fi {φ }

The ﬁrst four rules apply not only to  but also to tot . We use  to prove the
soundness of our upcoming translation; we use tot to prove its completeness.
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Precedence

Recall the following typical data constraint over ports A, B, C, D, and E, where
A and B are inputs, from Example in Figure 1b (its lower transition):
φ = dC ≈ add(dA , dB ) ∧ dD ≈ dC ∧ dE ≈ dC ∧ ¬Odd(dD )

(2)

To translate data constraints to data commands, the idea is to enforce equalities,
many of which occur in practice, with assignments and to check all remaining
literals with failure statements. In the case of φ, for instance, we ﬁrst assign
the data items involved in their pending put operations to A and B, whose
symbols are denoted by I -1 (δinit (A)) and I -1 (δinit (B)), with δinit as deﬁned in
(1), page 122. Next, we assign the evaluation of add(dA , dB ) to C. The order in
which we subsequently assign the value of C to D and E does not matter. After
the assignment to D, we check ¬Odd(dD ) with a failure statement. The following
data command corresponds to one possible order of the last three steps.
P = A := I -1 (δinit (A)) ; B := I -1 (δinit (B)) ; C := add(dA , dB ) ;
D := dC ; if ¬Odd(dD ) -> skip fi ; E := dC
If execution of P in an empty initial state successfully terminates, the resulting
dc
φ
ﬁnal state δ should satisfy φ (soundness). Moreover, if a δ  exists such that δ  |=

and δinit ⊆ δ , execution of P should successfully terminate (completeness).
Soundness and completeness crucially depend on the order in which assignments and failure statements occur in P . For instance, changing the order of
D := dC and if ¬Odd(dD ) -> skip fi yields a data command whose execution always fails (because D does not have a value yet on evaluating the guard
of the failure statement). Such a data command is trivially sound but incomplete. Another complication is that not every equality can become an assignment. In a ﬁrst class of cases, no operand matches dx . An example is add(dA ,
dB ) ≈ mult(dA , dB ): this equality should become a failure statement, because
neither of its two operands can be assigned to the other. In a second class of
cases, multiple equality literals have an operand that matches dx . An example
is C ≈ add(dA , dB ) ∧ C ≈ mult(dA , dB ): only one of these equalities should become an assignment, while the other should become a failure statement, to avoid
conﬂicting assignments to C.
To deal with these complications, we deﬁne a precedence relation on literals
that formalizes their dependencies. Recall that the data constraint in every transition label (X , φ) is a conjunction of literals. Let Lφ denote the set of literals in
φ, and let Xin ⊆ X denote the set of input places (i.e., input ports and memory
cells) involved in the transition. From Lφ and Xin , we construct a set of literals
L to account for (i) symmetry of ≈ and (ii) the initial values of input places.
L = Lφ ∪ {t2 ≈ t1 | t1 ≈ t2 ∈ Lφ } ∪ {dx ≈ I -1 (δinit (x)) | x ∈ Xin }
(3)

dc
dc
Obviously, δ |= L implies δ |= φ for all δ (i.e., extending Lφ to L is sound).
Now, let ≺L denote the precedence relation on L deﬁned by the following rules:
dx ≈ t ,  ∈ L and dx ∈ Free()
dx ≈ t ≺L 

/ {1 , 3 }
1 ≺L 2 ≺L 3 and 2 ∈
1 ≺L 3

(4)
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dA ≈ I -1 (δinit(A))

dC ≈ dD

dD ≈ dC

dC ≈ add(dA , dB )
dB ≈ I -1 (δinit(B))

dC ≈ dE
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¬Odd(dD )
dE ≈ dC

Fig. 3. Fragment of a digraph for an example precedence relation ≺L (e.g., without
loops and without add(dA , dB ) ≈ dC , for simplicity). An arc ( ,  ) corresponds to
 ≺L  . Bold arcs represent a strict partial order extracted from ≺L .

Informally, dx ≈ t ≺L  means that assignment x := t must precede  (i.e., 
depends on x). Note also that the ﬁrst rule deals with the ﬁrst class of equalities-that-cannot-become-assignments; shortly, we comment on the second class.
For the sake of argument—generally, this is not the case—suppose that ≺L is
a strict partial order on L. In that case, we can linearize ≺L to a total order <
on L (i.e., embedding ≺L into < such that ≺L ⊆ <) with a topological sort on
the digraph (L , ≺L ) [18,19]. Intuitively, such a linearization gives us an order in
which we can translate literals in L to data commands in a sound and complete
way. In Section 3.3, we give an algorithm for doing so and indeed prove its
correctness. Problematically, however, ≺L is generally not a strict partial order
on L: it is generally neither asymmetric nor irreﬂexive (i.e., graph-theoretically,
it contains cycles). For instance, Figure 3 shows a fragment of the digraph (L ,
≺L ) for φ in (2), page 124, which contains cycles. For now, we defer this issue
to Section 4, because it forms a concern orthogonal to our translation algorithm
and its correctness. Until then, we simply assume the existence of a procedure for
extracting a strict partial order from ≺L , represented by bold arcs in Figure 3.
Henceforth, we assume that every dxi ≈ ti literal precedes all diﬀerently
shaped literals in a linearization of ≺L . Although this assumption is conceptually
unnecessary, it simpliﬁes some of our notation and proofs. Formally, we can
enforce it by adding a third rule to the deﬁnition of ≺L :


dx ≈ t ,  ∈ L and  = dx ≈ t for all x , t
(5)
dx ≈ t ≺L 
Proposition 1. The rule in (5) introduces no cycles.
(A proof appears in the technical report [14].)
3.3

Algorithm

We start by stating the precondition of our translation algorithm. Suppose that
L as deﬁned in (3), page 124, contains n dx ≈ t literals and m diﬀerently shaped
literals. Let ≺L denote a strict partial order on L such that for every dx ≈ t ∈ L
and for every dy ∈ Free(t), a dy ≈ t literal precedes dx ≈ t according to ≺L .
Then, let 1 < · · · < n < n+1 < · · · < n+m denote a linearization of ≺L ,
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where i = dxi ≈ ti for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The three rules of ≺L in Section 3.2 induce
precedence relations for which all previous conditions hold, except that ≺L does
not necessarily denote a strict partial order; we address this issue in the next

section. The previous conditions aside, we also assume {dx1 , . . . , dxn } = {
Free(i ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n + m}. This extra condition means that for every free variable dxi in every literal in L, a dxi ≈ ti literal exists in the linearization. If this
condition fails, some places can get a value only through search—exactly what
we try to avoid—and not through assignment. In such cases, the data constraint
is underspeciﬁed, and our translation algorithm is fundamentally inapplicable.
Finally, we trivially assume that nil does not occur syntactically in any literal. A formal deﬁnition of this precondition appears in the technical report
[14, Figure 10].
Figure 4 shows our algorithm. It ﬁrst
P ← skip
loops over the ﬁrst n (according to <)
i←1
while i ≤ n do
dx ≈ t literals. If an assignment for x
if dxi ∈ {dxj | 1 ≤ j < i} then
already exists in data command P , the
P ← P ; if dxi ≈ ti -> skip fi
algorithm translates dx ≈ t to a failure
else
P ← P ; xi := ti
statement; if not, it translates dx ≈ t
i ←i+1
to an assignment. This approach resolves
while i ≤ n + m do
P ← P ; if i -> skip fi
issues with the second class of equalii ←i+1
ties-that-cannot-become-assignments. After the ﬁrst loop, the algorithm uses a Fig. 4. Algorithm to translate data
second loop to translate the remaining m constraints to data commands
diﬀerently shaped literals to failure statements. The algorithm runs in time linear in n + m, and it clearly terminates.
The desired postcondition of the algorithm consists of its soundness and completeness. We deﬁne soundness as  {} P {1 ∧ · · · ∧ n+m }: after running the
algorithm, execution of data command P yields a state that
all literals
 satisﬁes
dc
|=

∧
·
· · ∧ n+m
in L on successful termination.
We
deﬁne
completeness
as
δ
1



implies tot {} P {} for all δ : after running the algorithm, if a distribution δ  exists that satisﬁes all literals in L, data command P successfully
terminated. Although soundness subsequently guarantees that the ﬁnal state δ
satisﬁes all literals in L, generally, δ = δ  . We use a diﬀerent proof system for
soundness (partial correctness, ) than for completeness (total correctness, tot ).
Theorem 1 ([14, Theorem 3]). The algorithm is sound and complete.
(A proof appears in the technical report [14].)

4

Handling Cycles

Our algorithm assumes that a precedence relation ≺L as deﬁned in Section 3.2
is a strict partial order. However, this is generally not the case. In this section,
we describe a procedure for extracting a strict partial order from ≺L without
losing essential dependencies. We start by adding a distinguished symbol  to
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dA ≈ I -1 (δinit (A))


dC ≈ dD

dD ≈ dC

dC ≈ add(dA , dB )
dB ≈ I -1 (δinit (B))

dC ≈ dE
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¬Odd(dD )
dE ≈ dC

Fig. 5. Fragment of the b-graph corresponding to the digraph in Figure 3 (e.g., without
looping b-arcs and without add(dA , dB ) ≈ dC , for simplicity). Bold b-arcs represent an
arborescence.

the domain of ≺L , and we extend the deﬁnition of ≺L with the following rules:
 ∈ L and Free() = ∅
 ≺L 

dx ≈ t ∈ L and Free(t) = ∅
 ≺L dx ≈ t

(6)

These rules state that literals without free variables (e.g., dx ≈ I -1 (δinit (x))) do
not depend on other literals. Now, ≺L is a strict partial order if the digraph (L ∪
{} , ≺L ) is a -arborescence: a digraph consisting of n−1 arcs such that each of
its n vertices is reachable from  [20]. Equivalently, in a -arborescence,  has
no incoming arcs, every other vertex has exactly one incoming arc, and the arcs
form no cycles [20]. The ﬁrst formulation is perhaps most intuitive here: every
path from  to some literal  represents an order in which our algorithm should
translate the literals on that path to ensure the correctness of the translation of
. The second formulation simpliﬁes observing that arborescences correspond to
strict partial orders (by their cycle-freeness).
A naive approach to extract a strict partial order from ≺L is to compute a
-arborescence of the digraph (L ∪ {} , ≺L ). Unfortunately, however, this approach generally fails for dx ≈ t literals where t has more than one free variable.
For instance, by deﬁnition, every arborescence of the digraph in Figure 3 has
only one incoming arc for dC ≈ add(dA , dB ), even though assignments to both A
and B must precede an assignment to C. Because these dependencies exist as two
separate arcs, no arborescence of a digraph can capture them. To solve this, we
should somehow represent the dependencies of dC ≈ add(dA , dB ) with a single
incoming arc. We can do so by allowing arcs to have multiple tails (i.e., one for
every free variable). In that case, we can replace the two separate incoming arcs
of dC ≈ add(dA , dB ) with a single two-tailed incoming arc as in Figure 5. The
two tails make explicit that to evaluate an add-term, we need values for both its
arguments: multiple tails represent a conjunction of dependencies of a literal.
By replacing single-tail-single-head arcs with multiple-tails-single-head arcs,
we eﬀectively transform the digraphs considered so far into b-graphs , a special
kind of hypergraph with only b-arcs (i.e., backward hyperarcs, i.e., hyperarcs
with exactly one head) [21]. Deriving a b-graph over literals from a precedence
relation as deﬁned in Section 3.2 is generally impossible though: their richer
structure makes b-graphs more expressive—they give more information—than
digraphs. In contrast, one can easily transform a b-graph to a precedence relation
by splitting b-arcs into single-tailed arcs in the obvious way. Deriving precedence
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relations from more expressive b-graphs is therefore a correct way of obtaining
strict partial orders that satisfy the precondition of our algorithm. Doing so just
eliminates information that this algorithm does not care about anyway.
Thus, we propose the following. Instead of formalizing dependencies among
literals in a set L ∪ {} directly as a precedence relation, we ﬁrst formalize
those dependencies as a b-graph. If the resulting b-graph is a -arborescence,
we can directly extract a precedence relation ≺L . Otherwise, we compute a
-arborescence of the resulting b-graph and extract a precedence relation ≺L
afterward. Either way, because ≺L is extracted from a -arborescence, it is a
strict partial order whose linearization satisﬁes the precondition of our algorithm.
Let L denote a set of b-arcs on L ∪ {} deﬁned by the following rules, plus
the straightforward b-arcs adaptation of the rules in (6), page 127:
∈L
and Free() = {dx1 , . . . , dxk }
and dx1 ≈ t1 , . . . , dxk ≈ tk ∈ L
{dx1 ≈ t1 , . . . , dxk ≈ tk } L 

dx ≈ t ∈ L
and Free(t) = {dx1 , . . . , dxk }
and dx1 ≈ t1 , . . . , dxk ≈ tk ∈ L
{dx1 ≈ t1 , . . . , dxk ≈ tk } L dx ≈ t

(7)

The ﬁrst rule generalizes the ﬁrst rule in (4), page 124, by joining sets of dependencies of a literal in a single b-arc. The second rule states that dx ≈ t literals do
not necessarily depend on dx (as implied by the ﬁrst rule) but only on the free
variables in t: intuitively, a value for x can be derived from values of the free variables in t (cf. assignments). Note that literals can have multiple incoming b-arcs.
Such multiple incoming b-arcs represent a disjunction of conjunctions of dependencies. Importantly, as long as all dependencies represented by one incoming
b-arc are satisﬁed, the other incoming b-arcs do not matter. An arborescence,
which contains one incoming b-arc for every literal, therefore preserves enough
dependencies. Shortly, Theorem 2 makes this more precise. Figure 5 shows a
fragment of the b-graph for data constraint φ in (2), page 124.
One can straightforwardly compute an arborescence of a b-graph (L ∪ {} ,
L ) with a graph exploration algorithm reminiscent of breadth-ﬁrst search. Let
arb
L ⊆ L denote the aborescence under computation, and let Ldone ⊆ L denote
the set of vertices (i.e., literals in L) that have already been explored; initially,
arb
L = ∅ and Ldone = {}. Now, given some Ldone , compute a set of vertices
Lnext that are connected only to vertices in Ldone by a b-arc in L . Then, for
1
every vertex in Lnext , add an incoming b-arc to arb
L . Afterward, add Lnext to
Ldone . Repeat this process until Lnext becomes empty. Once that happens, either
contains an arborescence (if Ldone = L) or no arborescence exists. This
arb
L
computation runs in linear time, in the size of the b-graph. See also Footnote 1.
1

If a vertex  in Lnext has multiple incoming b-arcs, the choice among them matters
not: the choice is local, because every b-arc has only one head (i.e., adding an cannot cause another vertex to get multiple incoming b-arcs,
headed b-arc to arb
L
which would invalidate the arborescence). General hypergraphs, whose hyperarcs
can have multiple heads, violate this property (i.e., the choice of which hyperarc
to add is global instead of local). Computing arborescences of such hypergraphs is
np-complete [22], whereas one can compute aborescences of b-graphs in linear time.
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Given arb
L , the following rules yield a cycle-free precedence relation on L ∪ {}:
{1 , . . . , k } arb
L  and 1 ≤ i ≤ k
i ≺L 

1 ≺L 2 ≺L 3 and 2 ∈
/ {1 , 3 }
(8)
1 ≺L 3

Theorem 2 ([14, Theorem 4]). ≺L as defined by the rules in (5)(8), pages 125
and 129, is a strict partial order and a large enough subset of ≺L as defined by
the rules in (4)(5)(6), pages 124, 125, and 127, to satisfy the precondition of our
translation algorithm in Section 3.3.
(A proof appears in the technical report [14].) For instance, the bold arcs in
Figure 3 represent the precedence relation for the arborescence in Figure 5.
If a -arborescence of (L ∪ {} , L ) does not exist, every |L|-cardinality
subset of L has at least one vertex  that is unreachable from . In that case,
by the rules in (6), page 127,  depends on at least one free variable (otherwise,
{} L ). Because no b-graph equivalent of a path [23] exists from  to , the
other literals in L fail to resolve at least one of ’s dependencies. This occurs, for
instance, when  depends on dy , while L contains no dy ≈ t literal. Another example is a recursive literal dx ≈ t with dx ∈ Free(t): unless another literal dx ≈ t
with t = t exists, all its incoming b-arcs contain loops to itself, meaning that no
arborescence exists. In practice, such cases inherently require constraint solving
techniques to ﬁnd a value for dx . Nonexistence of a -arborescence thus signals
a fundamental boundary to the applicability of our translation algorithm (although more advanced techniques of translating some parts of a data constraint
to a data command and leaving other parts to a constraint solver are imaginable
and left for future work). Thus, the set of data constraints to which our translation algorithm is applicable contains exactly those (i) whose b-graph has a
-arborescence, which guarantees linearizability of the induced precedence, and
(ii) that satisfy also the rest of the precondition of our algorithm in Section 3.3.

5

Preliminary Performance Results

In the work that we presented in this paper, we focused on the formal deﬁnition
of our translation and its proof of correctness. A comprehensive quantitative
evaluation remains future work. Indeed, constructing a set of representative examples, identifying independent variables that may inﬂuence the outcome (e.g.,
number of cores, memory architecture, etc.), setting up and performing the corresponding experiments, processing/analyzing the measurements, and eventually
presenting the results is a whole other challenge. Still, presenting an optimization
technique and not shedding any light on its performance may leave the reader
with an unsatisfactory feeling. Therefore, in this section, we provide preliminary
performance results to give a rough indication of our translation’s merits.
We extended our most recent ca-to-Java compiler and used this compiler to
generate both constraint-based coordination code (i.e., generated without our
translation) and command-based coordination code (i.e., generated with our
translation) for ten coordinators modeled as ca: three elementary primitives
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Sync
Fifo
Replicator
Example
Fibonacci

Constr.

Comm.

33119333
33050122
17961129
10573857
1818671

39800986
41398084
21803913
12687767
88947751

×
1.20
1.25
1.21
1.20
48.91

Language2
Language4
Language6
Language8
Language10

Constr.

Comm.

17278247
4423326
1062306
194374
25649

24646838
11512506
5294838
1746440
362050

×
1.43
2.60
4.98
8.98
14.12

Fig. 6. Preliminary performance results for ten coordinators. Column “Constr.” shows
results for constraint-based implementations (in number of coordination steps completed in four minutes); column “Comm.” shows restults for command-based implementations; column “×” shows the ratio of the second over the ﬁrst.

from Figures 1a and 2a (to see how our optimization aﬀects such basic cases)
and seven more complex composites, including those in Figures 1b and 2b. See
Section 2 for a discussion of these coordinators’ behavior. The constraint-based
implementations use a custom constraint solver with constraint propagation [24],
tailored to our setting of data constraints. The data commands in the generated
command-based implementations are imperative Java code, very similar to what
programmers would hand-craft (modulo style).
In total, thus, we generated twenty coordinators in Java. We ran each of
those implementations ten times on a quadcore machine at 2.4 ghz (no HyperThreading; no Turbo Boost) and averaged our measurements. In every run, we
warmed up the Jvm for thirty seconds before starting to measure the number
of coordination steps that an implementation could ﬁnish in the subsequent
four minutes. Figure 6 shows our results. The command-based implementations
outperform their constraint-based versions in all cases. The Languagei coordinators furthermore show that the speed-up achieved by their command-based
implementations increases as i increases. This may suggest that our optimization becomes relatively more eﬀective as the size/complexity of a coordinator
increases, as also witnessed by Fibonacci. Figure 6 shows ﬁrst evidence for the
eﬀectiveness of our translation in practice, although further study is necessary.

6

Discussion

In constraint programming, it is well-known that “if domain speciﬁc methods are
available they should be applied instead [sic] of the general methods” [24, page 2].
The work presented in this paper takes this guideline to an extreme: essentially,
every data command generated for a data constraint φ by our translation algorithm is a little constraint solver capable of solving only φ, with good performance. This good performance comes from the fact that the order of performing
assignments and failure statements has already been determined at compile-time.
Moreover, this precomputed order guarantees that backtracking is unnecessary:
the data constraint for φ ﬁnds a solution if one exists without search (i.e., Theorem 1). In contrast, general constraint solvers need to do this work, which our
approach does at compile-time, as part of the solving process at run-time.
Execution of data commands bears similarities with constraint propagation
techniques [24], in particular with forward checking [25,26]. Generally, in
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constraint propagation, the idea is to reduce the search space of a given constraint satisfaction problem (csp) by transforming it into an equivalent “simpler” csp, where variables have smaller domains, or where constraints refer to
fewer variables. With forward checking, whenever a variable x gets a value v,
a constraint solver removes values from the domains of all subsequent variables
that, together with v, violate a constraint. In the case of an equality x = y, for
instance, forward checking reduces the domain of y to the singleton {v} after an
assignment of v to x. That same property of equality is implicitly used in executing our data commands (i.e., instead of representing the domain of a variable
and the reduction of this domain to a singleton explicitly, we directly make an
assignment).
Our translation from data constraints to data commands may also remind
one of classical Gaussian eliminination for solving systems of linear equations
over the reals [24]: there too, variables are ordered and values/expressions for
some variables are substituted into other expressions. The diﬀerence is that we
have functions, relations, and our data domain may include other data types,
which makes solving data constraints directly via Gaussian elimination at least
not obvious. However, Gaussian elimination does seem useful as a preprocessing
step for translating certain data constraints to data commands that our current
algorithm does not support. Future work should clarify this possibility.
Clarke et al. worked on purely constraint-based implementations of coordinators [27]. Essentially, they specify not only the transition labels of a ca as
boolean constraints but also its state space and transition relation. In recent
work, Proença and Clarke developed a variant of compile-time predicate abstraction to improve performance [28]. They used this technique also to allow a form
of interaction between the constraint solver and external components during constraint solving [29]. The work of Proença and Clarke resembles ours in the sense
that we all try to “simplify” constraints at compile-time. Main diﬀerences are
that (i) we fully avoid constraint solving and (ii) we consider a richer language
of data constraints. For instance, Proença and Clarke have only unary functions
in their language, which would have cleared our need for b-graphs.
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